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Supporting you in developing the wonder  
in working with children and teens!

 Staff Members /PIP Council Present/families

“The child 
builds his 
inmost self out 
of the deeply 
held 
impressions 
he receives.”

- Dr. Maria 
Montessori
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Dr. Maria Montessori shared the following:

“We must help the child to act for himself, will for 
himself, think for himself; this is the art of those who 
aspire to serve the spirit.” (Education for a New World, 
p. 69)

"The mind takes some time to develop interest, to be 
set in motion, to get warmed up into a subject, to attain 
a state of profitable work. If at this time there is 
interruption, not only is a period of profitable work 
lost, but the interruption, produces an unpleasant 
sensation which is identical to fatigue. (Dr. Maria 
Montessori, 'What You Should Know About Your 
Child', Kalakshetra Publications, 135)

 CM Communication hints handout
 Helping vs. Hindering
 Observing vs. staring
 Talking vs. “nagging”
 Encouragement vs. praise
 Listening vs. being heard
 Gain respect vs. demand respect
 Normative Culture vs. Social Rules
 High ethical standards for all we do and say!
 Questioning any of us any time!  If what we are 

doing is not what we are saying, please let us 
know.

Adult Supports…Adult Supports…

video – Dr. Tsabary

 Modeling Behavior instead of setting 
rules 

 Discipline/inner discipline
 Self Regulation
 Supporting discipline through a 

Restorative Justice model
 Conflict Resolution

Adult Supports…Adult Supports…
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When subbing, please arrive at the staff member start 
time(20 minutes before learners arrive) and stay for room 

preparation at the end of the day(20 minutes after 
learners dismiss) whenever possible!

Volunteering to help with prep work is also valuable!

WHY is the 
environment 
important?

 Class Meetings/group
 Work time
 Small group lessons/large group lessons
 Work/learning plans/Advisory Notes
 Snack
 Lunch
 “Outside time”
 Job/crew responsibilities
 Beginning/end of day adult responsibilities

 Prepare and breakdown the room
 Come in with an “open mind”, refraining 

from any judgments.
 Be aware of your own manner in the studio
 Keeping children/teens safe – supporting 

them physically, emotionally, socially, etc. 
(Always facing them and overseeing 
activities)

 Have a working understanding of the Adult 
Commitments for your age level and know 
the studio ground rules/commitments

 Ask for specific things you can do – I Spy, 
Choral Reading, requesting, etc.
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 Balance of respecting/questioning their 
freedom/accountability

 Defer discipline to a teacher/advisor in 
the studio 

 Mostly collaborating instead of 
correcting

 Direct vs. indirect support  
 Communicate any concerns to the 

teacher in the studio 
 Provide consistency and ASK 

QUESTIONS!!

 After the attending(or viewing the video) fill out 
the Workshop Questionnaire.

 Communicate to Faith (Pentagon) our staff sub 
coordinator, and schedule some volunteer time 
and share your goals.  fstout@shiningminds.com

 Let Evan(Curved Desk) know if you will be 
volunteering your time or getting paid.  Paid 
subs will fill out an information packet for taxes 
and such.

 Ask questions, seek understanding
 Learn to observe without impeding the learning 

process

 After attending(or viewing the video), fill out the 
Workshop Questionnaire.

 Think about what you are interested and how you 
would like to engage with learners.

 Make a plan with the studios you would like to 
volunteer and be as consistent with your time that you 
can.  

 If you want to help with cleaning, please make sure 
you schedule that time with a studio teacher.

 If you would like to help prepare materials, contact 
studio teachers/advisors for needs.

 Going Out Trip Orientation(#1 volunteer 
activity with learners)

 We hope that each family that is able, chooses to 
both sub and volunteer, but the paper that you 
have is going to ask you that question.

 If you choose to sub, we encourage you to 
volunteer first in the studios you would like to sub.

 If you choose only to volunteer, you should work 
with those specific staff members and make a plan 
for how you would like to get involved.

 Each studio also supports a common’s space in the 
building that they keep beautiful – you might 
support learners with that space each week, for 
example.
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 Communication Hints Handout
 Check out books from Barbara’s space or 

studio libraries
 Read Montessori philosophy and engage us in 

conversations
 Attend PIP workshops and view our BLOG 

weekly – INFORMontessori.
 Read Studio notes home and attend 

studio/level informational sessions when 
available.


